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Since 1994 when he wrote his first "Hitchhiker's Guide", William Vaughn has been providing developers all over the world the intimate details of how SQL Server can be accessed and managed from RAD languages like Visual Basic and Visual Basic .NET. With the 7th Edition, Bill has completely rewritten this encyclopedic work from cover to covergiving readers his insightful views on how applications should be built to maximize both developer and code performance. Visual Studio and the languages it hosts have never been as sophisticated as they are todaythe same can be said for SQL Server. This makes it even more important for developers to understand how to best leverage their features without being held back by their complexity. That's what this book is all aboutmaking it easier for developers regardless of their know-how.

The 7th edition is unique in that it's designed to provide not only up-to-date tutorials on the latest development tools provided by Visual Studio and SQL Server, but also a solid platform of architectural advice and rich examples for developers trying to choose between the myriad of platform options. Beginners and experts alike will find comprehensive step-by-step instructions that can make the reader's introduction to the latest versions of Visual Studio and SQL Server far easier.

William R. Vaughn is the President of Beta V Corporation and a Microsoft MVP. In 2000 he retired from Microsoft after 14 years to focus on mentoring, speaking, and writing. His specialty is data access application design especially when connecting to SQL Serverover the years he's written 12 books on the subject. He's a popular speaker at technical conferences all over the world where his wit and no-holds-barred technical insights win him rave reviews. William is also a member of the prestigious INETA Speaker's Bureau. His works include articles for SQL Server Magazine and a bi-weekly editorial for Processor Magazine as well as books published by Microsoft Press and Apress.

The book includes a DVD that contains a wealth of examples as well as several sample databases used to illustrate points discussed in the book. Authenticated readers will also have unrestricted access to the book's supporting web site, www.hitchhikerguides.net, where additional examples, online forums, and other supplementary materials are available.
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Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves, Numerical SimulationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Electromagnetic wave scattering is an active, interdisciplinary area of research with myriad practical applications in fields ranging from atomic physics to medical imaging to geoscience and remote sensing. In particular, the subject of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough surfaces presents great theoretical challenges due to the...
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Diabetes Snacks, Treats and Easy Eats for Kids: 130 Recipes for the Foods Kids Really Like to EatSurrey Books, 2006

	When children come home from school or sports, they want a snack. Not some gourmet meal, just something simple and tasty and quick to fix. For those with diabetes, these snacks can be especially hard to come by. And with incidence rates rising sharply ? one in three American children born in the last five years is expected to become...
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Computer Networks (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	This book is now in its fifth edition. Each edition has corresponded to a different phase in the way computer networks were used. When the first edition appeared in 1980, networks were an academic curiosity. When the second edition appeared in 1988, networks were used by universities and large businesses. When the third edition appeared in...
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Developing Websites with jQuery MobileFocal Press, 2011

	
		This short ebook takes a deep dive into jQuery for mobile development. While jQuery is one of the most popular frameworks used to build out complex Web pages you can now use the jQuery Mobile framework and jQuery itself to add complexity and richness to your pages. Go beyond the core of jQuery Find out how to work with navbars,...
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Pro OpenGL ES for iOSApress, 2011

	In Pro OpenGL ES for iOS, you'll find out how to harness the full power of OpenGL ES, and design your own 3D applications by building a fully-functional 3D solar system model using Open GL ES!


	OpenGL has set the standard for 3D computer graphics, and is an essential aspect of iPhone, iPad, and iOS...
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Photoshop Elements 12 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Better photos are a snap with a little imagination and Photoshop Elements 12 For Dummies!


	Sure, your photos are nice, but why settle for ordinary pictures when you can create extraordinary images with a little help from Photoshop Elements 12 and For Dummies? This fun and easy Elements reference is perfect for...
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